How to Prepare for the Remodel Process

Prepare for the Emotional Roller coaster. The thrill of getting something new
quickly wears off when the daily interruption of you daily routine causes tension.
Remember that your home will soon become a worksite.

We will work hard to respect your privacy and help minimize any inconvenience.
Nonetheless, the train-station atmosphere may lead to remodeling fever. You may
feel a loss of control because of disrupted routines and the impact on your personal
space. The best approach is to:

a) Prepare for inconvenience, and prepare well. Be sure to set aside a room in your
home where you can escape from the chaos and commotion.
b) Maintain a sense of humor. You may need it when the weather refuses to
cooperate or a vendor postpones the delivery date for materials.
c) Enjoy the remodeling process. Tell the children you are “camping-in” and turn
inconvenience into fun. Along the way celebrate at the completion of phases of
the project, for example when drywall is finished order your favorite take-out
meal. With patience, consistent communication, and careful preparation, the
process will go smoothly and you can enjoy the results for years. There is a
light at the end of this tunnel.

Professional Remodeling You Deserve

We include all phases of residential construction remodeling. The majority of our
projects include traditional kitchens, baths, and basements. It is becoming
increasingly popular to renovate the entire home or do a “whole house remodel.”
This typically involves relocating some walls and opening up spaces to relocate
livable space to meet today’s busy lifestyles. Because this may require some
structural changes to the building it is important you hire professionals to evaluate
the feasibility of completing the project without possible structural failure.

It’s your home, you deserve the best. Download NARI’s free brochure, How to
Select a Remodeling Professional and get free advice that will help you make your
remodeling job a success!

